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Denver, Colorado

Budget Committee Announces 5.2°/o Tuition Hike

T

HE BOARD OF TRUSTEES HAS

approved a tuition and fees
schedule for the 1996-97
school year and the Executive
Budget Committee will announce
the new figures this week.
Tuition
will increase
5.2 percent
next
year.
- - - - - - - R~om/Board
costs show a slight increase of 1.4
percent. Changes in miscellaneous
fees will vary.
This reflects an increase
from $6,700 to $7,050 per semester (full time, 12-18 credits). Parttime tuition charges will change
from $420 to $440 per credit.
The Room/Board changes
will include an increase of a
double room in O'Connell/
Desmet from $1,450 to $1,490
per semester. A single room in
those halls will remain the same
at $2,000. However, West Hall
double rooms will rise from
tl,19<\ to $\,\I.SO·, sm.g,le rooms

will change from $2,360 to
$2,380.
In terms of miscellaneous
fees, health insurance will in-

crease from $283 per semester to ber did note that the College, un- versities in its budget process
$300; science lab from $95 to like the School of Health Care since the committee reaches an
$100; student activity ·$60 to $70 Professions and School for Pro- ideal set of revenue figures before
(raised by Student Senate); and a fessional Studies, does not cover beginning to compose a list of exdecrease by half for the Commit- all its expenses with tuition rev- penses. The committee also evalument Program from $1,300 to enue.
ates the expenses of the univer$650 per semester. The transcript
He stated, "We don't think sity and conducts comparative refee will be eliminated except - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - search to other private uni, ,
versities and Jesuit colleges.
for rush orders for which the
We perceive this to be
Weber notes that in
Registrar's Office will charge
relatively modest... our
terms of tuition costs, Regis
$5. Most other applicable fees
will remain the same.
tuition increase
University strives to remain
Associate Vice President
at the 60th percentile. This
for Administration and Fiof 5.2% is not the most
means the College's tuition
aggressive, nor is it the
is lower than 40% of the
nance Joseph Weber explains
other comparable schools in
the tuition hike is a combined
result of additional salary
least amount."
the country, but higher than
approximately 50-60% of
needs for faculty and staff, increased travel expenses, rising pa- it would be right to extraordinar- those schools. The compared inper costs, and general inflation. ily raise tuition to cover ex.- stitutions were mainly Jesuit.
Other expenditures such as elec- penses."
When asked what reaction
tricity have remained constant,
The tuition and fee sched- is expected after the new tuition
making the impact on housing ule was devised by the Executive schedule is released, Weber stated
minimal, said Weber.
Budget Committee. This commit- that parents and students may
Weber also added that 26% tee consists of the University's tum more toward financ ial aid
of the general funds in the educa- budget director, university vice- than ever before. "We perceive
tion budget are applied to the Fi- presidents and academic deans. this to be relatively modest...our
nancial Aid Program.
The budgeting process began in tuition increase of5.2% i:s not the
Weber added that about 75- October, 1995 and involved ex- most aggressive, nor is it the least
80%oftheCollege'srevenueisthe tensive research that resulted in a amount." He added that it is "a
dependent on tuition. While this revenue target. Weber stressed fair price."
figure is comparatively high, We- that Regis differs from most uniThe Highlander contacted

Gonzaga University in Spokane,
Washington and Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska, two
Jesuit universities, regarding their
tuition increases for the 1996-97
academic year.
Compared to Regis,
Gonzaga's tuition is higher at
$13,900 this year. However,
Gonzaga will raise their tuition
by 6. 71 %, a 1.51 % difference
from Regis.
Creighton is more moderately priced than Regis at $11,160,
and will raise tuition by 4.99%,
slightly less than Regis' 5.2%.
Although general economic
inflation causes a yearly tuition
hike at most schools, individual
factors make the actual increase
rate vary.
"It is all up to the individual
to make sure they submit everything
in time" Weber stressed. Weber and
the Financial Aid Office both emphasized the importance of applying for as much student aid as possibfo, borh merit a:ctd need-bao,od.

Students and parents are encouraged to direct questions to the
Office of Student Accounts as well
as to Financial Aid.

Regis Students Witness
Government Shutdowns Cause
Backlog in Financial Aid Process Poverty and Faith
S IF FINANCIAL AID RED TAPE

were not enough, Regis
tudents can now add the
federal government shutdowns to
- - - - - - - their list of bureaucratic agg r av at ions.
Earlier this
_______ month, the Department of
Education reported being one
month behind schedule in processing financial aid applications.
Director of Financial Aid
Lydia MacMillan informed the
Highlander of the concern among
students. "Because· of the shut. down, the problems may not be
caught up until the end of March."
Although most of the back-

i
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log is attributed to recent govern- getting the applications out on
ment shutdowns, the National As- time and making the deadline besociation for College Admission cause "despite the delay, the govCounseling (NACAC) notified fi- ernment _is logging in the actual
nancial aid administrators in a let- receipt date, th'ereby enabling us
ter that "there are several major to determine that it was received
causes, including government - by the March 5th processor receipt
shutdowns, record snowstorms date."
The entire backlog not only
and cold waves, and untried new
computer systems; certainly, no affects returning students, but high
single source should bear the bulk school seniors as well. The
NACAC letter stated, "At this
of the blarp.e'."
According to a recent Den- most important time of decision in
ver Post article, the government a student's life, the additional
said it is way behind, and applica- stress of delays in receiving fmantions are coming in faster than they cial aid offers from colleges and
are being processed. Federal offi- universities is most unfortunate, to
cials said they should catch up by say the least."
At this point, students
the end of this month.
The government hired a pri- should hope that applications will
vate mail contractor in Illinois to be processed by mid-April at the
open all applications, then pass latest, said MacMillan. "For now
them on to two data-entry contrac- we can only hope that it will all
tors, who keypunch the application work out."
If it has been over four weeks
information into computers. The
applications then are sent elec- since filing the Free Applicatjon
tronically to the government, for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA ),
which screens them and decides students can check the status of
who is eligible. The backlog is in - their applications by calling tollgetting the data entered. Once the free: I (800) 433-3243 from 8 a.m.
applications are input, they are to 8 p.m. EST Monday through
Friday and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
processed rapidly.
The problems with the back- Saturdays. For questions about the
log are the looming deadlines. delays or to get more information,
MacMillan advises students not to students can call the Regis Finanworry about the time they spent cial Aid Office at 458-4066.

or some people, learning donuts at the bakery owned by Fr.
about love, life, human dig Louis' parents. Following several
nity and faith takes a life- gas station stops and an overnight
time. Some people never learn it. stay in San Angelo, Texas, the
Some people are lucky enough to ambitious nine reached their destination of San Jose Obrero Parlearn it in a week.
Now, for the seventh year, ish, in Nueva Rosita to attend mass
students traveled to Mexico, and and meet their host families.
Early Monday morning, the
for the fifth
year, to Belize students rose bright and early to
BY
to experience a dig ditches for the foundation of a
c.ultural ex- new church in the Colonio
change
and Progresso neighborhood; the same
spiritual growth . neighborhood where students lived
with the poor. with their host families. Although
News Reporters
For one week, the ground was hard, and the sun
the students was hot, the students had a good
spend their time in the communi- time working together and getting
ties on projects such as construct~ to know the residents of Colonio
ing a church or teaching children Progresso. Several of whom aided
in a Belizian school. The students in the digging and shoveling.
The digging was broken up
experience the culture by living
with host families, eating home- by a lot of hot meals, complete with
cooked food and sharing the faith beans and fresh tortillas cooked by
several host mothers, a swim in the
and love in daily life.
Students traveling to river at Rancho Nuevo, and a visit
Mexico left on March 2, a chilly to a Mexican pizza parlor.
Thursday, students visited a
Saturday morning on a 24 hour
drive to the city ofNueva Rosita, prison. The students bought and
Mexico. Rosalyn Adriano, Rachel served the prisoners breakfast.
Palmer, Amy Everitt, Peter Hoang, Then bought some of the trinkets
Don Kuka, Konstantin Zecevic, and frames made by the prisoners
Mario Eason, Jaimie Birge.and Fr. while conversing with prisoners.
The week ended on Friday
Louis Marrone piled into Regis'
academic van. First stop was with a mass and a good-bye party
Pueblo, Colorado for breakfast

F

wsee"Project" on pg. 3
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Notes
"Do you want to buy a gun?"
"How much?"
"$150."
"What kind of gun?," I ask, not knowing the first thing about them.
"A .38."
"First of all, I can't afford a gun.
Second, what do I need a gun for? And
third, what are you doing selling guns?" I
figure the last question is especially relevant, seeing as how I'm sitting in the library of a local middle school trying to help
an eighth grader write a short story for his
English class. He tells me that he sells them
to make money.
"How do you get these guns?" I'm far
more intrigued by the current discussion
than the assignment at hand.
"My cousin gives them to me, to sell
for him. Then I get half of whatever it
costs."
Disturbed by his nonchalance about
the ·whole subject, and recalling what we
should be doing, I try to change the subject.
"So, what do you want to write
about?"
"Nothing."
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By Eric Staton • Guest Writer
"C'mon you can write about anything
"There ain't nobody like you in L.A.,"
you want? What do you like to do? What ~d just like that my hopes are dashed.
interests you?"
Frustrated, ,I try to turn his attention
Again, "Nothing." This time with a back to his short story, which we've decided
little shoulder shrug.
will be about him and his tutor going to a
"Man, if you don't write this short tattoo parlor. In the story he's not the least
story, your teacher won't let you pass the bit afraid of the needle and short, yet inev1eighth grade. Then you'll be back here table, pain. He eventually convinces his
again next year."
"chicken-shit" tutor to get a tattoo with him
".If they don't pass me then I'm movHe writes and reads well. He could
ing back to L.A."
do well in school, but he knows he could do
"What are you gonna do in L.A.?" I as well as any corporate business man, monask, afraid of the answer.
etarily, by selling guns. Like most of the
"Sleep and sell guns."
smarter kids in the neighborhood, he won't
"Yeah, but where are you gonna live? use drugs or guns, but he' II gladly sell them
Not long into writing he asks me, "Do
How are you gonna make any money to get
the guns?"
you want a .22 for $50? My brother's got
"I'll live with my grandfather, and I'll one."
"What would I need a gun for?"
steal the guns, and rob houses and sell the
"To get your enemies."
stuff to make money."
"Whatenemies?Idon'thaveenemies,
"Hold on. So, you'd rob somebody
like me to have money to get a gun?" I try and ifl do, I don't know them."
to maj(e it personal in hopes that the idea of
"Everyone's your enemy."
him accidently robbing his tutor uneases
"Am I your enemy?"
For the first in this discussion, he has
him. "You'd rob ~omeone who doesn't
cause you any trouble. Someone who spends to think before answering. "No," he says,
his time in the schools tryin' to help stu- - realizing that his view of the world isn't
dents with their schoolwork?"
always true.
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• HIGHLANDER STAFF POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
ASSISTANT EDITOR

The Assistant Editor serves as. the primary

news editor and head writer. S/he is also responsible for organizing staff meetings and
assigning stories. The job requires half-time
(20 hours per week, paid through workstudy)
work commitment.
SroRT5 EoJTOK

(OR WOMEN'S

&

&

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

MEN'S Co-EDITOR)

The Sports Editor serves as the main sports

writer and a link between athletic departments and the Highlander. S/he may also help
assign sports stories.
The Assistant Sports Editor also serves as a
main sports writer. S/he will work with the
Sports Editor to assign sports stories and

SEMMER AND HOSIER
SWEEP CAMPUS ELECTION
Highlander News Report
On Wednesday, February 28, over
one-third of the student body voted for
next year's student President, Vice-President, and Chief Justice. The new student
leaders will be Matthew "Max" Semmer
as President, Denise Hosier as VicePresident, and Charles Baumgardner as
Chief Justice.
The four candidates for President
were Jacob Starkovicli; - Matthew
Semmer, Amy Everitt, and Brian Davis.
Of the 372 votes for that position,
Semmerwon with 145-39%, Starkovich
came in second with 106-28%, Davis
received 80-22% for third, and Everitt
brought in 39 votes for 10%.
Candidates for Vice-President Cori
Fey, Denise Hosier, and Lisa Lombard
drew 366 votes. Hosier won with 142
votes for 39%, Fey came in a close second with 131 at 36%, and Lombard
brought in 83 votes for 23%.
Unopposed candidate for Chief
Justice Charles Baumgardner brought in
302 of the 344 votes, a take of88%. The
other 12% consisted of 42 write-in votes.
The ballots for the other positions also
included 2 write-ins for President and
10 for Vice-President.
Applications for the other Executive Cabinet positions were due on
March 18 and the new Cabinet members will be announced within the coming week.

cover weekly events.
Women's & Men's Sports Editor in an option to
Sports Editor and Assistant Sports Editor. The
Women's and Men's Sports Editor would become
co-editorships, responsible for the events of the
specific sports teams and assigning reporters for
sports stories.

language errors. The job requires immaculate
English skills and proofreading abilities.
REPORTERS & PHOTOGRAPHERS
Reporters and photographers are always
needed at the newspaper. Coverage can include news, entertainment, sports, or special
interest stories.

LA YOVT ARTISTS

The layout artist is responsible for a large part
of the production aspect of the newspaper. S/he
will work on PageMaker 5.0 to design the page
layouts and create graphic designs for the newspaper.
COPY EDITORS

Copy Editors proof the text of the newspaper

for spelling, grammar, punctuation, and other

JOIN THE

~

Advertising Assistant

Melinda Padilla
Business Manager
Cplendar Editor

Marilyn Mayorga
Jessica Sell
Office Assistants

All positions can be paid through work.study.
APPLI~TIONS

Dr. Kevin Maly

Fill out an application and submit to the Com-

Faculty Advisor

munication Arts Office (Loyola 30) by 5pm
March 27. Applications are available in the
Highlander office, Campus Life, and the Communication Arts Office.

KRCX MANAGEMENT STAFF FOR THE
1996-97 ACADEMIC YEAR

GENERAL MANAGER Responsible for overall management of the station including setting the station direction, supervising and supporting staff, enforcing station policy, representing KRC~ in Student Government, Comm. Board, and other
appropriate constituencies ..
MUSIC DffiECTOR Responsible for maintaining communication with record companies, procuring a steady flow of products from record companies, and managing
the KRCX music library.
_
NEWS DffiECTOR Responsible for reporting, creating, producing, and delivering
news broadcasts on a daily basis.
MAR~ETING ~mECTOR Responsible for on-campus advertising for KRCX,
procurmg promotional materials for on-air giveaway, and selling ad time to local/
regional business interested in advertising on KRCX
HEAD DJ Responsible for recruiting, training, and scheduling DJ's, and providing
overall support during the year.
OFFIC~ ~A<?ER ~esponsible for maintaining KRCX studio, production room,
and music library mcludmg data entry, filing, DJ support.
QU~IFICAT~ON~: The following are general qualifications for any of the above
pos1t1ons. Quahficat1ons for each position may differ slightly.
·
Required:
A pass~o.n for radio.
.
The desire to improve KRCX.
The ab1hty to carry out that desrre.
Strong organizational skills.
Excellent written and oral communication skills.
Preferred:
Experience in radio.
Technical competence.
Communication Arts major (or Business Administration major for Promotions/Sales.)

• Applications are available outside the KRCX studios in the basement of the
Student Center.
• All KRCX management positions are funded through work-study. All applicants
should file a financial aid application for the 1996-97 academic year.
KRCX JOB APPLICATIONS DUE MARCH 29, 1996

Featured Writers & Reporters
•KRCX•KathleenLance•
•Tiffany Roger-Kandice Vallejo•
•Danielle Ranwez•Jennifer McNamara•
•CHOICES• Paul&Art•
•Arny Everitt• Erik Wunderlich•
•Konstantin Zecevic•Chau Dang•

ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION:

The Regis University Highlander is
an independent student newspaper
published weekly for the Regis University
community.
The Highlander serves to infom1 the
Regis community ofevents and persons relevant to life on the Regis campus. In addition, the Highlander serves as an open fo.
rum for anyone who wishes to express his
or her mind. The opinions ofthe authors of
the letters or articles may or may not necessarily be the opinion of the Highlander
staff. The Highlander will continue to provide anyone, regardless ofrace, creed, gen·
der, age, or status the opportunity to say
what he or she feels needs to be said.
All articles that appear in the Com·
mentary or Editorial sections of the High·
lander are to be considered personal opinion ofthe author and do not necessarily reflect the opinion,ofthe editors or staff.
Our purpose is strictly to serve the
Regis Community. Anyone who has con·
cems should contact Nandini Stocker, Edi·
tor-in-Chief, at 964-5391 or in the office
located in the basement ofthe Student Center.
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VP of Development Resigns After Years with Regis Community

B

ob Schmitz, Vice President
for Development and Pub
lie Affairs, has recently announced his resignation from his
position of 8 1/2 years.
As VP for Development and
Public Affairs, he led the campaign which raised $5 million for
the
library
BY
fund and $1.5
DARCY
million for the
FEHRINGER
perimeter
Highlander
News Reporter

Pr Oj e c t ·
- - - - - - - Schmitz will
be leaving at the end of the fiscal
year, April 30, but will be available as a consultant throughout the
summer during transition.
Several factors influenced
Schmitz' s decision to leave the
Regis community. "The biggest
reason," Schmitz said, "is that the
time is right. We've just completed

the library and perimeter campaigns, and the Department will
undertake another large campaign
in 4 to 5 years. As we look toward
that campaign and begin planning
for it, I'm not sure I want to lead
it. Also, as I look at my life goals
and stress level, I'm not sure I want
to be at this large of an institution.
Regis has grown significantly and
become much more complex since
I arrived."
Schmitz says he is leaving
now so that his replacement can
become well-established prior to
another major fundraising campaign begins 4-5 years from now.
In addition to the completion of the library and perimeter
campaigns, the annual fund has increased by 50% under Schmitz's
direction.
Other major events which

Changes in Interlibrary
Loan, Fines Announced

the Development Office has facilitated in this period are the visit of
Pope John Paul II and President
Bill Clinton, the change from
Regis College to Regis University,
integration of Loretto Heights

"The biggest
reason ... is that the
time is right. We've
just completed the
library and perimeter
.
campaigns
... "
Alumni into the Regis Alumni
base, the growth in involvement
of the School for Professional
Studies, and the establishment of
the Regents of Regis.
When discussing the positive events during his time at

Beginning 1996, the Dayton
Memorial Library has instituted.several new changes to the Interlibrary
Loan Department and library fines.
The Interlibrary Loan {ILL)
Department will no longer be able
to process student requests to extend
the loan period of interlibrary loan
materia\s. The 11...L Department is
instituting this new policy in order
to keep better pace with the everincreasing number of ILL requests.
Please plan your research accordingly. We recommend, particularly for large research projects, that
you submit your requests a few at a
time, rather than all at once. That
way, you will have chance of reading the materials as they arrive ( a
few at a time) and returning them
by the due date.
The Dayton Memorial Library has eliminated charging daily
overdue fines for late library books.
There are three rationale for this
change. 1) Fines are viewed as punitive. The little amount of money
taken in does not offset by the negative feelings created by charging
fines. 2) Library staff was spending
a large portion of their time processing overdue notices and fines, instead of better spending their time
assisting patrons. 3) The cost of
mailing the overdue and fine notices
has continued to increase, as postage rates increase.
Check-out periods will remain the same. Books are checked

By Kandice P. Vallejo
Highlander Staff Writer

out to undergraduate students for
The Regis Forensics team,
three weeks , to graduate students under Coach Bonnie Stapleton,
for six weeks, and to faculty until have not found limitations on sucthe end of the current semester. One cess. Ranked first in the nation, the
courtesy overdue notice wilJ be sent. past two tournaments also adhere
Patrons then have an additional 45 to the teams achievements .
days (from the due date) to return Stapleton stated, " This has been
books not being recalled for another the most successful speech and
patron. If 45 days elapse without the debate team in the history of the
book being returned, the patron will university and I am confident it
then be billed for the replacement will .c ontinue." .
cost ofthe book. A non-waivable $15
On March 1-3, Regis atprocessing fee will be·charged for tended the American District
books returned after billing.
Qualifier in Santa Fe, New
Overdue books that have been Mexico. Marcus Paroske was one
recalled from one patron for use by of five students to be recognized
another patron must be returned for remarkable performance in
within one week. A recalled book competitive speaking, named to
overdue fine of $1.00 per day will the all-district IX team. The selecbe charged after that week elapses, tion process for such an honor, said
to encourage patrons to return books Stapleton, is based upon competifor another's use.
tive and strict criteria. Marcus
Overdue reserve items are Paroske also won: at-large qualideclared "lost" 24 hours after their fier in persuasive, extemporanedue date/time. The patron is then ous, and impromptu speaking, and
billed for the replacement cost of the communication analysis.
item. A non-waivable $15 processIn addition, Edward Horjes
ing fee will be charged for reserve won the tournament in extempoitems returned after billing.
raneous speaking. Jeff Kean was
Overdue media items (i.e., third place qualifier in impromptu
video and audio tapes) and overdue speaking, at-large qualifier in
reference books will still incur a communication analysis, and first
$1.00 per day overdue fine.
alternate in extemporaneous
You may now renew books speaking. Dan Nelson was at-large
twice by phone or in person, after qualifier in extemporaneous and
the initial check-out period has expired. Previously, only one r~newal "Project" from pg. 1
was allowed. This policy has been
for the students. Families thanked
implemented to allow patrons more
students an abundance of enchiflexibility and to reduce the chances
ladas, coca-cola, tears, laughter,
of incurring bills for overdue books.
and plenty of dancing.
The flight for students departing to Belize left Friday March
are under represented in institutions 2. In the same way, students Katie
of higher learning, and to increase the Whitson, Tammara Slosky, Justin
educational development of the youth Denton, and Heather Meiklejohn
lived with host families for the
within our communities.
The Spring semester is a duration of their stay in Belize. Dr.
"building block" for the newfound or- Kevin Maly stayed with the Jesuganization to become a stronger voice its in Belize City.
The Belize group taught
for the students as the campus strives
for celebrating the many diversities.
various subjects at St. Martin de
OLAS is an organization by the Porres Elementary School located
students and encourages membership in one of the most economically
to all interested groups and individu- deprived part of town known as
als. The club meets every Wednesday Trenchtown. This part of town is
at4:15pm in Loyola 17. jBienvenidos "fraught with social problems such
todos!

OLAS Promotes Latino Community
By Mario Eason & Tiffany Roger
Special to the Highlander

Latino students on Regis '
campus have organized in support to
form the Organization of Latino
American Students, more affectionately called OLAS. The group is
dedicated to the advancement of the
principles of human rights and the
needs ofthe Latino community on the
Regis campus in the larger Denver
community.
Goals for OLAS include, promoting Latino culture at Regis, serve
as a support group for students who

Schmitz graduated from Regis,
majoring in Psychology and minoring in Education. A year ago,
he earned his Masters degree in
Non-Profit Management here at
Regis.
While Schmitz does not yet
have any specific plans after he
leaves, he is looking for
fundraising and image-development opportunities in small nonprofit organizations.
A reception to acknowledge Schmitz's contributions
will be held in several weeks .
University President, Father
Michael Sheeran requests that
the community extend its appreciation to Schmitz for his work.
Fr. Sheeran commented that
Schmitz "will, indeed, be very
much missed."

Regis Forensics: Speaking of Success

By Kathleen Lance
Special to the Highlander

Regis, Schmitz also noted "the true
friendships that were established
among faculty and staff, alumni,
parents, and friends, and the cohesiveness that the Alumni Development and Public Affairs staffs
have developed."
He mentioned that a "few
years before I came, there was significant staff turnover, and we've
kept members longer and increased cohesiveness among the
team since I've been here. Nothing was done as individuals, we
work together and succeed together."
Schmitz joined Regis 8 1/
2 years ago after working at
Southern Methodist University
Law School for 7 years as Director of Development. Before that
time, he was the Alumni Director here at Regis for 2 years.

impromptu speaking.
reer to the best of my ability."
In the "Betty Invitational" at
Regis forensics is not a
the University of Colorado at Boul- stranger to national championder on March 10, Regis had yet ships. Last year Regis was ranked
another incredible conquest. Dan third in the nation and first in
Nelson placed third in after din- 1993-4. Stapleton and the team
ner speaking . Marcus Paroske have been putting whole-hearted
came out in the third place for in- time and effort to keep this year' s
formative speaking. Although only rank as number one. Jeff Kean
two students attended the tourna- stated proudly, "We are looking
ment, Regis took fourth place in forward to bringing home the naoverall team sweepstakes.
tional champion-again! "
The N.I.ET is the 1'ational
Regis forensics now faces
more intense competition as they tournament for interpretative, platbegin to compete in two major form , and limited preparation
national tournaments. The Parlia- events. The team as a whole are
mentary Debate National Cham- qualified to compete in extempopionship on March 21-26 at Rice raneous, impromptu, informative,
University in Houston, Texas and persuasive, after dinner speaking,
the National Individual Events and communication analysis.
Despite the intense practicTournament
(N .I.E. T)
in
Gainesville, Florida on April 5-9. ing, the team and coach Stapleton
While being ranked first in would like to extend to everyone
the nation, with Willamette Uni- on campus the chance to join foversity (Salem, OR) in a close sec- rensics. Stapleton adds, "There are
ond, success at Rice is vital. Regis walk-on scholarships of $6,000
will be represented with three available to those who qualify. It
teams of two: Marcus Paroske and was created for those individuals
Anne Jones, Ed Horjes and Dan who come on to the teani during
Nelson, and Jeff Kean with Danica their undergraduate work here at
Favorite. Coach Stapleton antici- Regis and have a real desire to
pates the competition because learn communication on a comRegis is sending more teams than petitive level." For further details
ever! Senior Anne Jones stated, " call coach Stapleton@ x4149 or
This will be my last national de- stop by Loyola 1.
bate tournament and I look forward to finishing my forensic ca-

as single parent homes, drug
abuse, gangs, high unemployment,
and violence" according to Dr.
Maly who taught classes of former
Regis campus minister Fr. Carl
Heumann at St. John's College.
Heavy responsibilities were
assigned to students . Heather
Meiklejohn was given a lesson
plan and encouragement before
being left to teach class. The educational exchange demanded
many hours of teaching per day allowing regular teachers to spend
mo.re one on one with students.
The Belize Project allows
students to be immersed in another
culture with societies less
advantaged than the United States.
Students also learn about the

Church in a non-U.S. context.
A general response of students regarding the trip is a love
for the simple life, a realization of
the imprisoning effects of materialism and tears on their last day.
Besides teaching and sharing in · school systems, Katie ,
Heather, Justin, Tammy, and Dr.
Maly enjoyed Maya ruins and a
cultural exchange of ideas and religion.
The Belize Project and the
Mexico Project are made possible
by hard work from particpants.
Students will share their incomparable experiences with the community through a four series special in the Highlander.
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Women of Spirit Celebration
Continues This Week
Reprinted from March 11, 1996 Update, "Women of Spirit Celebration"

Regis University faculty, staff and students are invited to celebrate the contributions of all great
women of history during the week of March 18-22, 1996. The month of March has been designated as
"Women's History Month," and Regis is taking this week to remember, learn, listen to, commemorate,
honor, observe, applaud and rejoice in the women of yesterday, today and tomorrow .
The celebration includes the many talents of our own Regis women and the generosity of women
from the greater Denver community. Included on the agenda will be a multigenerational panel of women,
oral interpretations, slide shows, community service panelists from the Denver area, a photo display of latino women, a "Tea" for conversation and
intrigue, and a dinner presentation with Elizabeth
Dreyer. During this week there are also several
Regis women's athletic events. The women's softball team has a double header at home and the
women's tennis team will have matches at the Berkeley Park courts.
Elizabeth Dreyer will be making two presentations, "Spirituality of Everyday Life and Work,"
which will be a brown bag at noon on March 21.
The second presentation will be at 5:30 p.m. on
"Women's Spirituality" that same day with dinner
provided by the combined efforts of Campus Ministry, the Faith & Justice Committee and the
Multicultural Affairs Committee. Individuals interested in attending the dinner will need to R.S.V.P. to Jeanne Adele at *1843 to make reservations.
Seating is limited to 80 people, so reservations will be on a first-come, first-serve basis.
On Wednesday, March 20, faculty, staff, and students are invited to the "Great Women of Spirit Tea"
in the Mountain View Room in the ALC, from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. This will be a time to talk about all the
women who have touched our lives and to enjoy the musical talents of Regis' own Mary Ann DiMartini and
Barbara Halladay, and the genius of our faculty in oral interpretations. The quilt squares that the Regis
community has diligently worked on will be displayed at both the "Tea" on Wednesday and dinner on
Thursday evening.
Please join Campus Ministry for all or part of this inspiring week to celebrate the many women who
have contributed to our lives, from this country as well as from all around the world. A complete schedule
of events appears on the back p_age of Update. All questions regarding this celebration should be directed
to Campus Ministry at x4153.
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a
WOMEN IN HISTORY WEEK SCHEDULE
20
12noon
Oral lnterpretations-"Women of Words: Female
Voices in Literature" Student Center, Faculty Lounge. Facilitated
by Rachel Palmer and Janellen Hill Smith.
3pm
Women's Tennis Match, Berkley Park Tennis Couns
4-6pm
"Great Women of Spirit Tea", Adult Learning Center,
Mountain View Room. Possibly featuring: Mary Ann DiMartini
Barb Halladay, p~etry readings from Regis faculty.
'
• WEDNESDAY, MARCH

21
9:25am
Elizabeth Dreyer, guest speaker at John Kane's class
"Intro. to Religious Studies", Loyola 3.
12noon
Brown Bag Presentation, Elizabeth Dreyer, "Spirituality of Everyday Life and Work", Student Center, Faculty Lounge
3pm
Women's Tennis Match, Berkeley Park Tennis Couns
3:15pm
Elizabeth Dreyer, guest speaker at Susan Doty's Class
"Women & The Spirit", Loyola 31
5:30pm
Dinner and Presentation with Elizabeth Dreyer,
"Women's Spirituality" Adult Learning Center, Mountain View
Room. Co-Sponsored by Campus Ministry, Faith and Justice Committee, Academic Affairs Office, and the Multicultural Affairs Committee.
7pm
Presentation-to Regis Alumni, Faculty and Staff Betty
Williams, Nobel Laureate, Science Amphitheater
• THURSDAY, MARCH

22
12p.oon
Brown Bag Panel Discussion "Voices of Women in
Community Service" in the Student Center Faculty Lounge, with
the following panelists:
Alicia Cuaron, O.S.F. - Director, Eamilia, Franciscan Aids
Ministry
Nita Gonzales - Executive director, Escuela Tiate!alco
Binh Hang - Project Director, Denver Get AHEAD
Lisa Harjo - Executive Director, The Denver Indian Center
Shirley Sims - Child Development Specialist, Clayton Mile
High Early Headstart
Moderator: Gloria Shuffer, 0.S.F., Doctoral Candidate, University
of San Francisco; President, Marycrest Franciscans.
• FRIDAY, MARCH

Throughout the week, there will be a photo display of Great
Latino Women in the Student Center Lobby.
In the O'Sullivan Arts Center, the Grace Norman display will be
open Mon-Fri from 11am to 2pm, and Wednesday 6pm to 9pm.

CAMPUS NEWS
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Caffeine Has Serious Side Effects
By Danielle Ranwez
Special to the Highlander

Every college student has some
trick to stay alert while pulling an allnighter. Coffee; soda pop and other
stimulants such as Vivarin are commonly used by the majority of students.
All of these simulators contain a drug
that is not only addictive, but can have
serious side effects as well. This drug,
known as caffeine, was used in many
cultures for ceremony, now has become
the most widely used drug in the world,
for both children and adults.
Caffeine stimulates the central
nervous system which le&ds to increased
blood flow in the body and the stimulation of the heart. Because it is so addictive, caffeine has negative effects on the
body that are not commonly known. Below are some signs of caffeine addiction and symptoms that occur while experiencing caffeine withdrawal.
SIGNS OF CAFFEINE ADDICTION

nervousness
anxiety
insomnia
diarrhea
fatigue
increased heart rate
irregular heart beat
poor concentration

CAFFEINE WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS

headache
irritability
shakiness
constipation
cramps
nervousness
ringing in the ears
apathy
To limit the effects that caffeine has
on the body, regulate the amount ingested.
Remember that caffeine is found in coffee, soda pop, cocoa/ chocolate, kola nut
and tea In order to regulate caffeine intake, try tci spend an entire day without
any caffeine. Ifyou experience withdrawal
symptoms, you might want to limit the
amount ofcaffeine taken in.
The LDC is taking a part in the move
towards drug free lifestyles by offering
many opportunities to become drug free.
Wednesday.March27th,isDrugFreeDay
in which Choices encourages you to give
up all drugs for one day, including caffeine
and nicotine. Keep your eyes open for all
the activities that will be going on from
March 25th-31st
Be aware of what goes into your
body and know what effects it has on you.'
For more information about caffeine addictionortheDrugFreeL,ifestyles Week,
contactSallySpencer-ThomasintheLDC.

PEACE/AM TRAINING MARCH

22 IN ALC

MOUNTAIN VIEW RooM 9AM-3PM
Contact Lynne Montrose X1809 or Mario Eason X3550 with questions.

Wondering what classes to t,;,.ke in the Jail semester?
Trying to decide on ~hat major to 'declare?
·
Be sure-to attend the:

MAJOR
Wednesday,
11:30am
Student Cent

Coupons will be avai/al,/e for a FREE student copy of
your transcripts!
TJ,;s is a great opportunity to meet witk J;{fenmt Regis College departments &
discuss your options prior to registering {or spring semester.
'
Sponsored by -the Regis Cares Committee & the Dean's Office ·ofRegis College

g

DEAN'S LIST
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ro DEAN's L1sT FALL-1995
Jill C. Anderson
Tonya K. Anderson
Joy M. Arellano
Dorian Cecil Arnold
Paul Nicolas Bauer
Charles Neil Baumgardner
Marc D. Bazzanella
Samantha A. Bell
Anne Marie Berg
Tyra Leigh Bischoff
Valerie L. Bobalek
Kirk Alan Bol
Beth E. Bonnstetter
Kathleen M. Brady
Andrew Austin Brown
Julie Ann Bucelloni
Alana Marie Bucheit
Gina Marie Carelli
Andrea M. Cassinis
Kevin Diherty Carton
Maggin C. Caylor
Raymond D. Charley
Rose Lynn Childs
Monica Michelle Coughlin
Daren John Crosby
Thomas Keefe Davis
Justin Matthew Denton
Catherine M. DiSanto
Shelly C. Proctor
Jacob Due
Amy Melissa Everitt
Heather M. Fabrizio
Danica M. Favorite
Darcy Rose Fehringer
Shawn Ryan Fehringer
Corinne Jennifer Fey
Christopher J. Fitzgerald
Renea J. Flores
Teresa A. Giustino
Tiffany W. Goldsmith
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Michael P. Gregory
Rachel J. Gregory
Jacob V. Greuel
Andrienne A. Grisenti
Brian Paul Guerin
Laura Susan Gutches
Nicole Leigh Haas
Mary Rochelle Hannon
Summer R. Harshman
Nicole S. Hathaway
Kimberly Jo Houchens
Melissa C. Houlihan
Jessica Anne Howey
Julie Erin Jeffers
Stephanie C. Jones
Alexandra B. Justice
Susan J. Kassinger
Hrvoje Kevic
Jeremy Allen Kiene
Katie Ann Kornfield
George Koumantakis
Patrick J. Kraus
Rory D. Lindquist
Tammy Michele Lopez
Gianni M. Lyle
Egan Lainie Mathis
Lori Lynn Mathouser
Damir Matic
Sara Jane Maxwell
Thomas C. McCarthy
Erin L. McEldowney
Micaela M. McLaughlin
Jennifer A. McNamara
Stephanie A. Meis .
Christopher P. Mesaros
Jesse L. Messinger
Megan Lu Miller
Shea Neill Mireles
Allyson I. Morris
Rachel Lynne Morris

Michelle L. Nally
Michelle Lynn Nilles
Kathleen Northrop
Stephen J. Northnik
Erin Dierdre O'Brian
Jennifer R. O'Brien
Kevin Patrick O'Lunney
Bret Phillip Orton
Melinda M. Padilla
Rachel Katrhleen Palmer
Michael Peter Parisi
Katja A. Pauli
Courtney E. Payne
Marisa N. Perez
Travis J. Pfannenstiel
Anessa M. Pobrik
Andrew J. Raamot
Igor Rahelic
Marco Ramirez-Jaen
Renee L. Relyea
Craig Hamilton Rhodes
Ansel Robateau
Donald T. Roberts
Elaine Marie Rohl
Trina Marie Romano
Candice Michelle Ron~
Christopher J. Russo
Aaron Michael Ryan
Stephen D. Rynerson
Christian G. Sachs
Farshan Salehi
Niloufat Salehi
Sherri Lynn Sauers
Lisa K. Schneckloth
Kristina Marie Schnur
Brooke R. Selle
Dawn Marie Shaub
Robert M. Sheridan
Elizabeth Ann Smith
Patrick John Smith

a

Sharon Marie Stalp
Tamara C. Stanton
Amy Starns
Mindy K. stams ,
Shannan M. Steele
Tiffany Rae Styes
.
Tomicah Tillemann-Dick

Jessica Lynn Tomas
Bich-Hang Tran
Renee T. Trechter.
Valerie Rose Trupllo
Carolyn A. Walhn
Elizabeth A . Walsh
Cheri E. Walter

Allison L. Warren
Kelly Ann Williams
Cathy Lynn Wimett
Joshua P. Zastrocky
AnaZecevic
Konstantin Zecevic
Julie V. Zyla

• Shipping - We' ll ship your stuffthru UPS,
Postal or truck line across the country or around the
world!
• Packing _ We'll pack your clothes, books, skis,
bikes, computers - you name I"ti.
• Boxes - We sell boxes for just about every need
• Free Pickup - With a minimum of three large
boxes and an appointment

,~

AND

We'll give you a 10°/o discount off of your
shipping cost! Call us today!

777-1934
PAKAMll®
CENTERS OF AMERICA

875 S. Colorado Boulevard

. -·

•

•
®

CLASSES. GOING ON NOW AT -REGIS UNIVERSITY!!!!
WHERE:
WHEN:

COORS LIFE DIRECTIONS CENTER
TUESDAY & THURSDAY 5:45pm to 6:45pm

Come and try your first class free! Enroll with a friend ·and get 50% ofr-a 4 class ticket.
Offer good through April 7, 1996.
For more information contact Donna Stevenson at (home) 452-3506 or (work) 894-7021.

Finally. Something fun that isn't bad for you.

jazzertiSe

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
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Ranger W e~k_ in the Works With Changes, Improvements
By Jennifer McNamara
Special to the Highlander
This year a few exciting
changes have been made to improve the Ranger Week format
(April 14-21). Just as before, we
still have a week packed with funfilled events; however, instead of
holding Ranger Day on the Saturday of the week, it will be held on
Friday.
Ranger Week this year be-

gms with a bang on Sunday, April
14th, with Senior Daze going to
Central City. Following on Monday will be a night with Jim Wand;
on Tuesday, the PAC-sponsored
movie, Ace Ventura: When Nature
Calls; and on Wednesday,
rollerblading in the Quad. On
Thursday night PAC will sponsor a
dance at Wazoo's Great Room
downtown.
On Friday, April 19th,
Ranger Day (sponsored by the Col-

lege Events Council) will begin at
3 p.m. and continue until midnight.
Fun will last throughout the night
with many games and rides, and
threedifferentbands. Bothbeerand
outside food vendors will be brought
in for the event.
Saturday's focus will be on
the Freddy JonesBandconcertsponsored by PAC. A pre-concert party
will occur during the day consisting of a volleyball tournament and
a barbecue.

The improvements to the
Ranger Week format by CEC were
backed by several reasons. One
strong argument was that Ranger
Day, by avoiding a time-conflict
with the concert, could last longer
and later into the evening if it was
held on Friday. Also, the Ranger
weekend will begin earlier by havingevenmorefestivities spread over
this two-day period.
·
CEC has been planning for
several weeks and expects a success-

ful Ranger Day. If you would like
to be a part of the planning for this
exceptional event, please contact
Annie Mcllvain, Director of CEC,
ateitherx3505orx5375;volunteers
are much sought after and always
welcome. Ifyouwouldlikemore informationaboutSeniorDaze,please
contactGeorgeKoumantakis. Don't
forget to keep looking for more information as April draws closer. We
look forward to seeing you at all of
this year's Ranger Week events!

i

FREE!f f
$5.00 COUPON.
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Choices Promotes Drug-Free Week

11

Special to the Highlander from Choices
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CHECK OUR SERVICES:
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* SELF SERVICE WASH

(you do it}.

* DROP OFF WASH (we do it for you).

\I
..
11

II
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* DRY CLEANING.

11

* SHIRT SERVICE.

,
I,

* LARGE MACHINES AVAILABLE (For

/I

sleeping bags, comforters etc.)

I1

/

1

/1

FREE COUPON.
$5.00VALUE

GOOD
.._MAR 2-=t ~-1996~
THRU
MAR 27, 1996.

BUSY BEE-APPARELMASTER
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DRY CLEANERS

Choices, Regis' Substance Abusr Prevention Program will be sponsoring Drug-Free Life-styles Week from March 25th to March 31st. The
theme for the week will be "Free Your Mind" with emphasis on creating a
greater awareness of the influence of drugs in our lives. Included in this
week will be a "Drug Free Day" where faculty, students, and staff will be
encouraged to pledge one day (Wednesday, March 27th) to abstain from
all drugs including alcohol, nicotine, and caffeine. Information on drug
addiction and smoking cessation will be provided in the student center. Other educational and social events are also planned for this week.
Don Denovellis, a retired Denver Police Department police officer who
worked in a specialized narcotics unit for 18 years, will be speak on his
experiences in narcotics on Monday, March 25th from 8-9 p.m. in the pub.
In addition, each of the dorms will be hosting an educational/social event
on drug and alcohol awareness. On Tuesday, March 26th, REACH (Responsible Athletes Choosing Healthy Life-styles) and Choices will be sponsoring a "Natural Highs Festival" in the quad. That evening, back by
popular demand, the Jean Kilborne video "Slim Hopes" will be shown in
the pub.
On Wednesday, REACH will be sponsoring a guest speaker in the
field house from the Colorado AIDS proje-ct to present information on
HIV. The State Patrol will be on campus on Friday, March 29th to supervise "Alcohol Olympics." During this event seniors and other students 21
years old or older will be given a breathalizer test and a field sobriety test

at aif£erent fevels· of intoxication.

[A.11 studentii who participa<o will bo'

assured a safe ride home and will be closely monitored during this exercise]. See the following schedule for additional events.
MONDAY.MARCH 2sm
12-1 p.m. Choices Booth in Student Center
Information on drug addiction and smoking cessation will be provided.
MAKEYOURPLEDGESFORDRUGFREEDAY!!
6-7:30 p.m. "Helping a Friend" Presentations and Dinner, DeSmet Hall
Learn how to "CAREFRONT'' a friend
Learn about the warning signs of alcohol poisoning
Learn about the facts on drinking and driving
Receive a free neck and shoulder massage from Hansa!
8-9 p.m. "The Life of a Narc" In the Pub
GUEST SPEAKER: DON DENOVELLIS

4922 Lowell Blvd.
One block north of 1-70 on Lowell
458-9913

\I

Mr. Denovellis was a Denver Police Officer for 29 years and served in a specialized
narcotics unit for 18 years. He will be speaking about his experiences in the field.
TUESDAY MARCH 26TH
11 a.m.-1 p.m.NaturalHigh Festival
In the Quad
7-8 p.m. "Slim Hopes" Video in the
pub
- •Video by Jean Kilborne (creator of"Still
Killing Us Softly" and "Killing Us
Softly"). This video explores the media's
presentation of women's bodies and the
Killing Us Softly" and "Killing Us
Softly"). This video explores the media's
presentation of women's bodies and the
obsession with thinness in our culture.
Video will be followed by a discussion
led by Jerene Anderson
9-11 p.m. Movie Night: Less Than
Zero West front lounge
Pizza and Drinks provided

9 a.m.
Sponsored by Summer S~hool and
Regis Cares Committee

WEDNESDAY MARCH 27THDRUG FREE DAY
7-8 p.m. ColoradoAIDS Project
(REACH) Field House
9-11 p.m. Movie Night: Clockers
O'Connell
Pizza and Drinks Provided
THURSDAY MARCH 28TH
10 p.m.-12 a.m. Thursday Thrills:
Comedy Sports & UnBar In the Pub

FRIDAY MARCH 29TH
11 :30 a.in.-1 :30 p.m. Alcohol Olympics
and the State Patrol In the Pub

SUNDAYMARCH31ST .
8 p.m.-12 a.m. Sun-Daze Coffee House
In the Pub
Hansa will be present from 8-9 p.m. to
give FREE NECK AND SHOULDER
MASSAGES!!!

Arts
SPiNNING iN
Rating System:
By Rajit Kabadi
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* Bad **Getting Better* **Good**** Best

Entertainment Editor

Smart Went Crazy--Now We're Even
(Dischord Records) Like all of the
other bands on this Washington D.C.
indie label, Smart Went Crazy produces
a competent set of tunes. Their brand
of music reflects the D.C. scene, which
boasts such bands as Jawbox, Fugazi,
and Lungfish. This band played at the
Bluebird Theatre last night, and much
like their debut full length release, it
did not disappoint. Among this band's many influences are Pere Ubu, American Music Club, and Rites of Spring. Check this out, you won't be disappointed.***
Integrity-Humanity Is the Devil (Victory
Records) If there eyer was a concept album, this is it. All of this album's eight
·songs revolve around the premise that a
long time ago, God and Satan made a wager in which they agreed to rid themselves
of the principal reason for their disdain for
each other--humanity. Although this might
seem a bit crazy to the average person, Integrity takes an intelligent look at a hypothetical story, and the results are very
intriguing. If there is any way to describe this album, it would have to be "thoughtprovoking". * *
Screaming Bloody Marys--Get In, Get Off, Get Out (Dr. Dream Records) From
Orange County, California comes yet another punk band with poppy hooks and
catchy lyrics. Yes, the Screaming Bloody Marys play some Bad Religion-influenced punk, but at this point they probably do it better than those aforementioned
legendary punks. Tunes like "Ritalin" and "Johnny B. Dead" proves once again
that punk rod,:: is aJive and well in Orange County.

~~~

Yum-Yum--Dan Loves Patti (TAG Recordings) Chris Holmes is a musician
who expresses himself in a variety of ways. He has a techno-rock band (Ashtar
Command), a space-rock band (Sabalon Glitz), and now comes his newest creation, Yum Yum. With this band he utilizes a number of instruments including the
farfisa organ, Flugel horns, the viola, the mellotron, etc., as well as, a number of
musicians. I couldn't even begin to understand how to categorize this band, but I
don't really know what "space-rock" is either. Overall, the album is rather mellow, but Holmes' creativity is very evident ** 1/2
The Goops--Lucky (Reprise Records)
Aggressive pop. That's how the members
of The Goops describe their sound, and it
is a suitable description. Influenced by
such acts as Kiss and The Clash, The
Goops attempt to blend the finer aspects
of both these bands. For the most part,
they do it in an adequate manner. Although their is some filler on this album,
this New York band produces a pleasurable brand of aggressive pop. * * *

Down Periscope Simple and Entertaining
By Eric Wunderlic
Highlander Entertainment Reporter

On Sunday, the Third of March, I saw
Down Periscope, the new Kelsey Grammar
and Lauren Holley film. That's right, while
you all were out having fun on your spring
breaks, I was hard at work watching movies (tough duty). Anyway, the Captain,
played ably' by Kelsey Grammar (ofFrasier
fame) is a sub driver (that is a very technical term!!) who is plagued by a series of
mistakes while perusing his aspiration to
be a nuclear submarine captain. His problem is that while he is more than an able
leader, his methods are less than conventional. He eventually gets tapped to be the
captain of a new sub. The only problem is
that the sub is a "new"-ly recommissioned
world war II relic (to put it nicely). His new
command, the USS Stingray, is a "like new"
diesel submarine that saw its last action
more than three decades before most of the
students here at Regis were born (so it is

more than a little rusty). His next problem
is that his crew is a "handpicked" lot of
freaks, losers, and misfits. The main crux
of the problem is Lauren Holley, the first
woman aJ)owed to serve on a.submarine (as
part of a pilot program) as its dive officer.
The crew is not seen as being sensitive to
her needs as they could have been, and they
aren't really sensitive to anyone's feelings
in general. The captain's plan to solve his
problems is instilling his values in the crew,
molding it into a fighting force that becomes
a formidable enemy to the modem "nuclear"
navy. As usual, the good triumphs over evil
and the yucks are easy to follow. If you are
in search of a good, intellectually stimulating movie; watch Surf Ninjas, if you want
to tune in without spraining the old noggin, watch Down Periscope. PS, stay-for the
video after the movie during the credits, it
may be the first music video that the Village People have done in more than two
decades.

p a u I • & • A,. ~!;,,
Art, his wife Edie, and I had a super little Spring Break right here in Denver (at
least for the most part). Although our plans to go on a wild 'n crazy adventure across the
country were deterred (slighily), we managed to experience a few interesting moments.
Edie found herself a new love (even though she's married to Art?!). Can we say
PermaSmile? They spent a bunch of time running up her credit card bill, became card
sharks, ate once or twice (love spoils the appetite- it's all that sugar), and created a
blonde beauty.
I, unfortunately and completely inadvertently, killed a couple fish I didn't do it on
purpose! I swear, I even talked to them! They must've had some weird fish disease- like
ickism, or fishiotitis, or carp throat, or monofishliocus (commonly known as the sucking
fish disease), or something.
Art hadfour dates that week- look what happens on the rebound! So sad I feel for
him, don't you Edie? "Yeah, whatever, Paul."
The very first day we moved Art into a new house. The next day we moved him back
out again. A tip: check your landlord's crime record before you agree to rent, and inquire
about the sanity ofhis son who'll be sharing your bath and kitchen! And ifyou're allergic
to dogs, you might consider inquiring about the canine status of the abode. But, to look
on the bright side, at least we got to see a Ryder truck up close!
One fine evening, the whole group went out to a certain family dining establishment. We had this great waiter who thought he was getting paid to tell us lame jokes and
stories about his kids. And yes, we were priveleged enough to hear this great joke that
we'd NEVER heard ever, ever before, the "One guy walked into a bar. The next one
ducked"joke! (One point for Edie, who saw that one comin'!).
After dinner that evening, we drove to a certain downtown cinema to see a certain
movie with David Spade and Chris Farley. I think the title was White Cows or something
like that. ''No, you dork! It was Black Sheep. 'Okay, where's moron? Moron's here, so.. '
You're retarded, Paul." We were luckily the very first people in the movie theatr~, so we
entertained ourselves by perfecting the cartwheel in the aisle. We had snuck in suck
things (those are hard candies, if you didn't know). They also had these great seats
designed just for those Arts who were left by their wives. We call them loner seats- an
entire row consisting of one and only one seat!
Another evening, we drove to another cinema and saw some movie called
"CouragousGallbladder" or something like that. "Okay, Paul, moron is where again? I
distinctly remember the title being 'Braveheart'. Duh!" We .frrrrooooze our cute little
@#$% qffin a theatre. ''Paull Keep it clean!--1nilzu, I tellyou, lnu!J,s.!" Okay, we..frrrroooze
our cute little bums off in the theatre. And did we pay $6.50 (they didn't even honor
student IDs!) to sit through a 3-hour movie in a theatre chilled to a goose-bump inducing
2D° below? I think not. But, it was a good movie though. Art bawled /audibly. Word ofthe
week: "Freedom!"
Toward the end ofthe week, me-and Edie took a trip to podunk little cowtown. ''It's
Edie & I. moron." Oh, really? I didn't know you had another .friend named Edie! Where
did you go? "You're pathetic! Where do you go to college? Regis?" Geesh. Anyway, as I
was saying, we took a trip to the country, where no one could dance but they sure could
play basketball! Go Bulldogs! "Can I say BFE, Paul?" Your opinion doesn't count here,
Edie. Really, I know it was pretty ~ed, but we weren't in Egypt.
Well, I guess we should give Art some column space. Any input, Art? "Yeah! Must
see movie of the semester: "Usual Suspects", a nail-biting-must-see-at-least-four-timesto-catch-everything crime suspense flick starring Kevin Spacey, Stephen Baldwin, Chazz
Palminteri, Gabriel Byrne and company. Also nominated for Best Supporting Actor for
Spacey and Best Original Screenplay. This film may be good enough to buy on the black
market."
Gee, what are you into nowadays, Art? Mafia? Are you a prison escapee undercover? Or perhaps just a.frustrated customer service representative at some nationwide
consumer chain? "Yeah my husband needs to get a life besides his cruel and unusual job
dealing with people who are extremely anal. "
Well, that was our spring break. "One small step for man.... and I have a dream!"

Execu~
d ve Decision First-Rate
By Brian Andrews

blowing up the nerve gas on Washington.
This is where the feverish action begins to take place. Seagal now plans for his
Executive Decision is the new action elite anti-terrorist team to board the plane
movie from acclaimed action director Joel on a new experimental aircraft, disarm the
Silver. Almost Die Hard on a plane but bomb, and regain control of the plane. As
closer to Under Siege. The movie stars Kurt one might suspect they run into trouble
Russell as David Grant. He is an American boarding the plane and Seagal is unable to
Intelligence agent with an expertise in in- make it, although Russell is. ·This leads to
ternational terrorism. Also in this star- conflict in between Russell and Leguizamo
packed movie are Steven Seagal, Halle who po.rtrays Rat, a by the book operative
Berry, and John Leguizamo. ·
on the anti-terrorist team.
One of the most feared terrorist orgaThis is a first rate action thriller that
nizations in the world has recently stolen ·possesses some of today's top talent and
DZ-5, the most deadly nerve gas in the world luckily Se-agal has something happen to him
from the Russians. The plan is to have their in the first fifteen minutes of the movies.
recently captured leader released and land We also see the debut of Marla Maples
the plane in Washington D.C. and get a Trump. She displays deep talent-for the over
flight back to the middle east, or so thinks dramatic. John Leguizamo is the best charthe Pentagon and all of the terrorist except acter is the action. He is always in the acfor Nagi Hassan, second in command for tion and brings drama to the scenes he is
the terrorist organization. Dr. Grant theo- in. The best part of the movie is the ending
rizes otherwise and says that they plan on not being perfect.
Assistant Entertainment Editor

---Wi. . .
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It's Women's History Week:
Become socially active and take part in
the events!
• Class Representitive Breakfast @
7:30am
• Internet in Focus: Research Techniques, 10am-noon, ALC Lab #9
• Mass in the Regis Chapel @
12:10pm
• Retention meeting @ 1:30pm
• Tennis vs the University of Southern
Colorado @ 2:30pm, home
• APPC Meeting @ 3:30pm
• "Great Women of Spirit Tea" from 46:00pm in the Mountain View Room
• Job Search Club Meeting, designed
to help seniors get the skills needed
for jobs, and job interviews, 4-Gpm
• Lacrosse vs Colorado School of
Mines @ 4:00pm, home
• Society for Human Resource
Management Training from 6-9:00pm,
@ SE Campus
• Through March 31 : The 1995-96
Hunger Artists Ensemble Theatre
presents ''The Children's Hour," a play by
Lillian Hellman on the Proscenium
Stage, Mergery Reed hall, University of
Denver. 893-5438, $6.50+.
• Colorado Rockies vs S.D., 1:05pm
• Avalanche hockey vs Vancouver @
8:30pm, away

THURSDAY, MARCH
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• Community Coffee in front of the
Student Center @ 9am
• HP System: Downloading, 9amnoon Information Services Lab, O'C

MARCH

Hall basement
•Mass@ 12:10pm in the Regis
Chapel
• ELS Graduation in the Science Amp.
@ 2:30pm
• Tennis vs Air Force Academy @
3:00pm, home
• Entrepreneurial Program, 5-9pm @
Lowell ALC 19
• Regis Chapel with Lenten Meditation
Music-Sacrament of Reconciliation
with Fr. Patrick O'Liddy, S.J., 6-7pm
•Choir@ 7pm
• Nobel Laurette Betty Williams
speaks in the Science Amp. @ 7pm
• Thursday Thrills in the Student
Center presents MANGO JAM
• Colorado Rockies vs Chicago, 1:05pm
*Denver Nuggets @ N.J., 5:30pm

FRIDAY, MARCH
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• Mass in the Regis Chapel @ 8am
• Nobel Laurette Betty Williams
speaks to students in Sci. Amp. @
9am
• Voices of Women in Community
Service: an invitation to the expanded Regis Community, noon,
brown bag lunch in the Faculty
Lounge
• Jack Callahan Lenten Reflections in
the LDC Meditation Room @ 12pm
• Softball vs University of Nebraska
Kearney TBA
• Softball vs Colorado School of
Mines TBA
• Cabinet Selection and INAUGURATION for Executive Cabinet
• SPS Graduate Programs Staff
Development Day
• Colorado Rockies vs Milwaukee @
1:05pm
• Denver Nuggets @ Boston, 5:30pm
• Avalanche hockey @ Detroit, 5:30pm
• Movie Openings: "Diabolique" with
Sharon Stone starts today

20-26-----SATURDAY, MARCH
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• All Campus Service Day
• Peace Jam Conference
• Varsity Basevall vs Colorado School
of Mines @ 12pm, away
• JV Baseball vs Lamar JC @ 12pm,
away
• Softball vs CU-Colorado Springs @
12pm, away
• Softball vs Mesa State @ 4pm, home
• Lacrosse vs Brigham Young University At 1pm, home
• Colorado Rockies vs Oakland, 1:05pm

SUNDAY, MARCH
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• Peace Jam Conference Continues
• Mass in the Regis Chapel @ 11 am
and 7:30pm
• Varsity Baseball vs Colorado School
of Mines@ 12pm, away
• JV Baseball vs Colorado State
University @ 12pm, home
• Softball vs Mesa State ~ 10am,
home
• Softball vs CU-Colorado Springs @
2pm, home
• Crest Club Social Event @ 3pm MVR
• SunDaze every Sunday evening from
8pm to midnight
• All Hall meeting @ 9pm in West Hall
• All Hall meeting @ 9pm in O'Connel
Hall

MONDAY, MARCH
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• Drug Free Week
• Mass in the Regis Chapel @
12:10pm
• Clothing Drive in West Hall begins
today
• Student Senete Meetings every
Monday @ 4:30pm in the Student
Center

• Business Club Meeting every
Monday@ 6pm
• Highlander Meeting every Monday @
6pm in the basement of the Student
Center
• Women's Group Meeting every
Monday from 8:30-10pm in the
Athlete's Lounge on the 2nd floor of
the fieldhouse

TUESDAY, MARCH

• Mass in the Regis Chapel @
12:10pm
• Soup and Scripture in the LDC @
5pm
• Varsity Baseball vs Air Force
Academy, TBA, away
• Entrepreneurial Program, 5-9pm at
Lowell Campus in ALC 18
• Barbeque in O'C @ 6pm
• Society for Human Resource
Management Training @ SE campus
from 6-9pm
• Movie: "Goldeneye" inthe Science
Amp.@ 9pm
• Hall Maintenance Meeting in DeSmet
Hall: 9pm, West Hall: 9:30pm, and
O'C: 10pm
• Scholarship Opportunities
*Women are encouraged to apply for
post-graduate scholarshops to be
awarded by Spirit and the Women 's
network of the National Conference of
State Legislatures. Four $2000 scholarships will be awarded. Requests must be
received by May 19 and completed by
June 5. Call: 1-800-705-7772 for infor.
*Douglas County Branch of the AAUW:S
$1000 Scholarship for Douglas County
residents 25 yrs. old+, contact Charlotte
Sholes @ 681-2642. Due May 31.
Get your event in the

Highlander's new weekly calendar! Contact Melinda at x5391.

Peace Corps Is Coming
To Regis University!
INFORMATION TABLE
March 26, 11: 30 am to 1pm,
March 27, 11:30 am to 3:30 pm
Student Center

FILM PRESENTATION
"Completely Alive"
March 27, 3 pm, Classroom-Life Direction Center

Peace Corps:
The Rewards Are Endless!
"Malian Man" designed by Former
Peace Corps Volunteer, Bonnie Carlson,
Lithuania 1992- 1994
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Call 800-424-8580 Ext: 188
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Li'I Abner Getting
Ready For Spring
By Konstantin Zecevic
Highlander Reporter

Hey all you out there, here are a few words
of informational facts about the great play that
will be put on by the Regis Ramblers . The
entire cast is working very hard to make sure
that everything runs smoothly and without any
problems for the performances which will be
held on April 12, 13, and 19, at 7:30 p.m., and
April 21 at 3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. in the Science
Amphitheatre. The tickets are FREE. The only ·
thing you need to do is put your name on the
list and call 964-5079. Make sure you do this
soon because the seats are limited and they are
going fast. So call x5079 right now.
As I previously said the rehearsals are
going great. The entire cast is having a good
time and is looking forward to presenting their
work to the Regis Community for the first time
since the Drama Program was cut. The cast is
rehearsing every night from 8 to 11 to make
sure that everything is right on cue and that
all the music is on the right beat. The cast is
very talented and full of enthusiasm about putting on this production that brings a lot of humor and laughter throughout the entire play.
If you have any additional questions, or
if you might be interested in helping with the
stage crew please feel free to contact any member who is currently involved with the play or
you can conctact Dr. Dennis Steele in the Science Building in the Computer Science
Office.We are looking forward to seeing you

March 20, 1996

Tennis Results from the March 16 meet at University ofColorado at Colorado Springs
Score
Winner
uccs
RU
Singles Results
Teresa Norick
Christina Wasmuth
Kacey Callinan
Anne Morris
Katie Carlson
Sherri Savers
Doubles Results
Teresh Norick
Kacey Callinan
Christina Wasmuth
Sherri Savers
Anne Morris
Katie Carlson

Shonna Dyer
Amy Aaragon
Bev Rosenthal
Kelli Femrite
Rebecca Susser
Lang Khor
Dyer
Femrite
Rosenthal
Aaragon
Khor
Susser

Regis
Regis

6-4, 7-6
1-6, 6-3
7-6 (7-2), 6-1
6-4, 6-2
7-6 (7-2), 6-4
6-1,6-1

Regis

8-3

Regis

9-8 (7-8)

Regis

8-5

Regis

uccs
Regis

uccs

Final Score
Regis 5
UCCS2
Regis
Season Record
4-4

TwoMuch
Barely Enough
By Brian Andrews
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Two Much is a romantic comedy that
gave start to the Melanie Griffith-Antonio
Banderas romance during the shooting of the
movie. Also starring in this movie are Daryl
Hannah and Danny Aiello. Griffith and
Hannah star sisters, Betty and Liz Kerner.
Banderas plays Art Dodge a Miami art dealer
and artist. Danny Aiello plays a mob boss' son,
Gene.
Art Dodge is an art gallery owner whose
business is floundering and finds himself
scheming widowed spouses of recently deceased men into paying for paintings allegedly
purchased by their late spouses. Art tries this
at the house of a mob boss and finds himself
being chased throughout the property and finally leaps into the car of Betty who has married Gene twice and he still wants her. After a
night Betty decides that they are to marry and
Art goes along because she is rich. When he
ends up at Betty's house he meets Liz and falls
for her. Since he cannot dump Betty he invents
a twin brother Bart. Bart is the real personality of Art, liking art and everything that Liz is
into. This turns into a wild goose chase, that
doesn't stop.
This movie provides a little fun for a
matinee or discount. If you are planning see
an okay movie this is for you.
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Touched by their undying love, you spare them f'urther expense.
You dial

1 800 CALL ATT.

I 800 CALL XI'T always costs less than 1-soo-cou.ECT.*
And always gels you the reliable AIH Network.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice:M

CHECK OUT THE
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS

AT&T

AVAILABLE ON THE
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STAFFS, AND

get your application
in today!

Your True Choice
• For interstate calls. Promotions excluded.
1-BOO-COLl.ECT is a registered traderruuk of MCL
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Adult Children of Alcoholics Forced to Face the Past
By Chau Dang
CHOICES Student Coordinator
You may be aware that alcohol had
an influence in your family life as you were
growing up. However, you may not be aware
of the ways in which those problems continue to affect you, even as an adult.
Have you ever thought to yourself:
• "How can I be sure if my parent is
really an alcoholic?"
• "But I'm gone from home now; why
should my parents' problems bother me?"
• "If my family is the root of all this,
why do my brothers and sisters seem OK?"
• "The past is the past; shouldn't I just
try to forget it and move on?"
Your emotional and psychological
well-being, your academic work, and your
present and future relationships may be affected by having grown up in a home where
alcohol was a significant problem. It is
important that you learn the specific ways
that alcohol problems in your family continue to influence your life.
Alcohol disrupts the consistency and
predictability which should be present in
every family. It is this disruption and the
resulting confusion and chaos that are important--not a medical diagnosis of your par-

'

ent. Children of alcoholics grow up in simi- rules which severely limit the development
lar environments'. The cast of characters and growth of their members. The three
may vary but what happens in each alco- rules identified in alcoholic homes are:
holic home is not a whole lot different. The l)Don't trust. In alcoholic families, promundercurrent of tension and anxiety is ever ises are often forgotten, celebrations canpresent. What happens with it in particu- celed and parents' moods unpredictable. As
lar may vary but the rea result Adult Chilsulting pain and redren of Alcoholics
"Your emotional and
morse predictably fol(ACoAs) learn not to
low. The differences
psychological well-being,
count on others and
exist more in the way
often have a hard
your academic work, and
you reacted to your extime believing that
your present and future
periences than to the
others can care
relationships may be
experiences
themenough to follow
selves.
through on their
affected by having grown
If you grew up in
up in a home where alcohol commitments; 2)
an alcoholic family you
Don't feel. Due to the
was a significant problem. " constant pain of dismay have longed for the
day when you could go
appointment, a child
to college and leave the pain and chaos of in an alcoholic family must "quit feeling"
your family behind. You may be surprised, in order to survive. After all, what's the
therefore, to find at college that you experi- use of hurting all the time? In these famience feelings of dissatisfaction, apathy, or lies, when emotions are expressed, they are
distance from other people, similar to those often abusive, and prompted by drunkenyou felt at home. Such feelings are easy to ness. Thus, ACoAs have had few if any
understand when you consider that fami- appropriately and used to foster construclies are places where you learn about your- tive change; 3) Don't talk. ACoAs learn in
self and about life. Although all families their families not to talk about a huge part
operate with "rules," alcoholic families have of their reality--drinking. This results from

P R I N C I P L E S o ( S O U N D R E T I R E 1\l E N T I N V E S T I N G

or fast relief from the nagging ache of truces, we
recommen d TIAA- CREF SRAs · SRAs are true-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-:-'.11one~/hat
can help make the difference between living and hvmg w
after your working years are over.
al
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from )'.our s ary
. Th t 1 ers' your current taxable mcome, so
a ow
d 1 al
on a pretruc bas1s.
.
fj d ral and in most cases, state an oc
you start saving on e e
',
in s on our
income truces right away. Whats more, an! eai:n g . y
them as mcome.
SRAs are also rax-deferre d un ti! you rece~Ve
. .
That can make a big difference in how pamful your true bill is

F

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
_ from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the co~pany's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity·
accounts. And our expenses are very low, 0 ·which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
Call today-it couldn't hurt.

every year.

ii

Ensuring the future . .,.
for those who shape it.

.
. or~· ANL/yticoJDala, 1995 (Quarterly) . CREF certificates are dLStributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional
.
.
. Li per Analytical Services, lnc., l.ipptr--~2- 2733, ext. 5509, for a curttnt CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you 1nvest or send money.
•s,,,,,JarJd p_.;J.,,,,..,na &tu,gA:,a/y,u, 1995
. e fuding cl..,g.._and expeDKS, coll I 8(
Services, Inc. For more complete mform&tK>n, me

the family's need to deny that a problem
exists and that drinking is tied to that problem. There is often an unspoken hope that
if no one mentions the drinking it won't
happen again. Also, there is no good time
to talk. From this early training, ACoAs
often develop a tendency not to talk about
anything unpleasant.
Each member of an alcoholic family
tends to find his or her way to live with these
three rules. Different "roles" emerge from
children in their attempts to make sense of
the chaos:
Hero. These children try to ensure that
the family looks "normal" to the rest of the
world. In addition, they often project a personal image of achievement, competence,
and responsibility to the outside world.
They tend to be academically or professionally very successful.
Adjuster. In order to cope with the
chaos of their families, these children learn
to adjust in inappropriate ways. They learn
never to expect or to plan anything. They
often strive to be invisible and to avoid taking a stand or rocking the boat. As a result,
they often come to feel that they are drifting through life and are out of control.
Placater. These children learn early
to smooth over potentially upsetting
situations in the family. They seem to
have an uncanny ability to sense what
others are feeling at the expense of their
own feelings. They tend to take total
responsibility for the emotional care of
the family. Because of their experience
in this role, they often choose careers
as helping professionals, careers which
can reinforce their tendencies to ignore
their own needs.
Scapegoat- these people are identified as the "family problem." They ._
are likely to get into various kinds of
trouble, including drug and alcohol
abuse, as a way of expressing their anger at the family. They also function as
a sort of pressure valve. When tension
builds in the family, the scapegoat will
misbehave as a way of relieving pressure while allowing the family to avoid
dealing with the drinking problem.
Scapegoats tend to be unaware of feelings other than anger. Some of these
roles may look more effective ti).an others, but each has its own drawbacks and
its own pain.
Trying to forget the past without
understanding how it affected you will
usually not work and may lead to more
problems. The best way to "move on"
is to squarely face the past, its importance, and its meaning to you. Often
this means understanding and forgiving your parents so that the healing process can begin. You can learn more
about making peace with the past in
several ways. You may choose to read
some of the excellent books written for
ACoAs or you may opt for individual
therapy, group therapy, Al-Anon, or
support groups for ACoAs. Most communities now offer educational programs for ACoAs as an intermediate
step between books and therapy.
Some excellent books on ACoAs
are: It Will Neyer Happen to Me.
Claudia Black. Denver, Colorado:
Medical Administration Press, 1982.
Guide to Recovery, A Book for Adult
Children of Alcoholjcs. H. Gravitz and
J. Bowden. Pompano Beach, Florida:
Health Communications, Inc., 1985.
The Struggle for Intimacy. Janet
Woititz. Pompano Beach, Florida:
Health Communications, Inc., 1985.
For more information contact
Personal Counseling 458-3507.
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EMPLOYMENT

CONTACT MARISA

•

e

at 964-5391
or write to:
3333 Regis Blvd.
Denver, CO
80221-1099

* $200-$500 WEEKLY *
Mailing travel brochures.
No experience necessary. For
information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Universal Travel, PO Box 610188,
Miami, FL 33261

SERVICES
SUMMER STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

§] Word Processing

E7

&
Transcriptions

@JJl

·

Done by a certified teacher
FAST •CONVENIENT
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY,

Contact Ivonne at 741-9613
RETIRED COLLEGE ENGLISH TEACHER

assists with papers, theses, and ESL.
I work very well with both American .

and International Students.
Contact Tom 741-0496

Summer job descriptions will be
posted outside the Office of
Financial Aid on April 15.
Students interested in working on
campus this summer are
encouraged to review the
descriptions and contact the
department they wish to work with
to set up an interview.
All returning Regis students are
eligible for summer employment,
regardless of their financial
situation.
For more information, contact the
Office of Financial Aid

INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
VSA, Inc. will be conducting on
campus interviews March 29 from
9:00 to 3:00 for development
positions. We encourage all interested students to sign-up for a screening interview at the Career Services
Center. Please submit a resume at
the time you sign-up.

M/F/D/V

WANTED:

Sudent Coordinator of Federal
Workstudy Community Service
Program for 1996-97
Academic Year.
Address inquiries to Loyola 12 or
call Mario Eason x3550.
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©
,
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Laugh
Harder

©
Smile
Again

©
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Find out how hundreds of
students are already earning
FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with
America's #1 Spring Break
company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel
free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAK!

• RO()M FOR RENT •
Regis University area. Students
welcome. Furnished room, share
house. Utilities, W/D, meals
included. $650-$500 no deposit.
Call 458-7157

HELP WANTED
Single mom, 44, with diabetic
daughter, 12, seeking responsible
female, very focused on school to help
with child care.

$3/hour
433-6903
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

CAMPUS POSITIONS

ENVELOPE SlUFFING- $600-$800 EVERY WEEK

Free Details: SASE to: International Inc.
I95!5TomBallParkway,Suite 185
Houston, TX 77070

Do

HIGHLANDER STAFF?

Now's YOUR CHANCE!!
Apply for a position on next
year's staff by 3/27

at

VSA, Inc., the nation's leader in vending foods
distribution, is expanding its Information Services
group! We are now looking to hire the right people
for several entry level positions for our downtown
Denver office. Successful candidates will be
responsible for design, programming, testing and
support of application systems, with the potential
to work on a wide range of business systems.
Candidates must have at least a Bachelor's degree
in either Computer Science, Information Systems,
Business, Math or Engineering, with a strong
emphasis on programqiing and/or functional
analysis.
Please send your resume by April 5, 1996 to:
VSA,Inc.

Attn: Lenisse
370 17th Street
Suite 1400
Denver, CO 80202

MIF!DN

• SUMMER JOBS •
• Girl Scouts- Mile Hi Council,
in Denver, is looking for energetic
people who love to work out-of-doors.
• Camp counselors are needed to
work with girls age 6-17 at day and
resident camps for summer 1996.
•Call (303)778-877 4 for an
application and job description.

YOU THINK YOU COULD DO A

BETTER JOB THAN THE CURRENT

VSA
CAREERSIN
INFORMATION
SERVICES

EOE

EOE

HOUSING

***FREE 1RIPS & CASH***

at x4066.

OPPORTUNITY
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE.
BILLIONS OF $$$ IN GRANTS.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
1-800-243-2435
(1-800-AID-2-HELPS)
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96-1-5391

DISCOVER EUROPE

Don't

THIS

forget
to get
your
Highlander
and
KRCX
position
applications
in
SOON!

SUMMER

WITH

(ONTIKI

VISIT:
LONDON • AMSTERDAM • GERMANY • AUSTRIA
VENICE • FLORENCE • ROME • SWITZERLAND • PARIS
14 DAYS • ONLY $1055*

INCLUDES:
SIGHTSEEING • MEALS • HOTELS • TRANSPORTATION
MANY OTHER TRIPS AVAILABLE FROM

$65.00 A

DAY

Call for a FREE Brochure and STUDENT TRAVEL magazine!
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ON THE MAIN FLOOR OF THE TIVOLI BUILDING

900 AURARIA PARKWAY • DENVER • CO 80204
h ttp://www. cie e. org/cts/ctsh om e. h tm
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Please state ifyou want information
for day or resident camp.

BooK YouR SUMMER TRIP Nowl
- $299* Brussels
London
Amsterdam $286* Paris
Madrid

$329* Frankfurt

$339*
$369*
$385*

th

Plus Student fares to Greece, Israel, Egypt, & Italy
*FAUS AH EAot VMY fllOM DINYU IASID ON A IOUNDTU' PUIICHASE. fAIES DO NOT INCWOE FEDUAL TAXES 01t PFCs
TOTALING lfTWRN $3-$45, DEPENDING ON DEST1NAT10N, 01 DEPAl?Ull CHAIGIS PAID OlllcnY TO FOltEKiN GOVU~
IIIENTS. CAu FOi FAHS TO OTNU WOILDWIDf DESTINATIONS.

Call us for a FREE Student Travels Magazine!

Open Monday - Friday 9:30am - 5:30pm
Saturday 1O:OOam - 2:00pm

..
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